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Why audit towing?

 Audit requested by Bureau Manager through Department Head

 Learned Towing Bureau Manager was resigning abruptly 

 Red flag for fraud?

 $5 to 6 million in annual revenue (62% in Cash)

 Numerous hotline calls received regarding Towing personnel

 Last audit conducted in 2001

 Unique to have City-operated towing function 

 Reputation of towing operations in general
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Has this ever happened to you?

“We recommend that the audit take place on 

any given Tuesday in the month of March 

2008.”

“It will be beneficial to have the procedures 

updated before…April 5, 2008.”

- Audit request, March 12, 2008
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What criteria do we audit against? 
Written policies and procedures
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 Document our understanding of the entire process and have 
Towing management review for accuracy

 Preliminary overview from Towing management

 Detailed interviews and walkthroughs with line personnel and 
management for the following 8 processes:

 Cashiering

 End of Day Process

 Deposit Preparation

 Credit Card

 Computer Controls

 Tow Truck Driver

 Reconciliation Process

 Physical Access & Security

Plan B…
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We’re done…Aren’t we?

 Significant control deficiencies revealed through 
interviews and walkthroughs

 No segregation of duties

 Excessive number of employees may edit or delete 
records

 No system edit report

 Security measures not working

 No substantive testwork necessary! 
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The Ah Ha Moment
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The Uh Oh Meeting

 No mitigating control surrounding release of 

vehicles

 No three-way reconciliation between physical 

inventory, manual records and system records

 Red flags concerning night supervisor
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The night supervisor was responsible 

for what function?

A. Night cashier

B.   Edit and/or delete customer records in computerized system

C. Release of vehicle to customer

D. Perform daily revenue reconciliation

E. Counts daily cash receipts

F. All of the above

Answer:

F. All of the above
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A. Previously convicted of a felony

B.   Excessive levels of debt

C. Purchase of lavish toys / cars

D. Resistance to camera in money count room

E. Removed from previous duties as result of police investigation

F. Disgruntled about reduction in overtime

What “red flag” indicator was disclosed to 

us about the night supervisor?

Answer:

G. All of the above
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“When auditors identify factors or risks related to 
fraud that has occurred or is likely to occur that they 
believe are significant within the context of the audit 
objectives, they should design procedures to 
provide reasonable assurance of detecting such 
fraud.”

- Government Auditing Standards 7.31
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So…Now what?
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Never as simple as it seems

 Coordinating 8 staff to conduct inventory

 Count had to be completed in one day

 1,600 current inventory computer records

 Size and setup of towing lot

 Multiple locations – towing lot, fire dept & airport

 1,400 vehicles physically observed 

 Observed motors, trailers, tags on ground 

 Identifying information had worn off
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Reviewing manual records

 Reviewed 2,363 manual records

 Located cash stuffed inside folded 

invoices

 Pre-numbered invoices crossed out and 

re-numbered
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More lessons learned…

 Hundreds of phantom cars in system

 Cancelled tow…or missing cash?

 Superintendent counts the cash alone

 “Fixing” records and disposing of 

original documents
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What did we do with all this data?

 We compared

Computer system inventory records

Manual inventory records

Physically observed inventory

Cutoff inventory records

….results were shocking!
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More questions than answers

 Obtained entire database directly from vendor

 Used ACL to analyze data integrity 

 Missing invoice numbers

 Duplicate invoice numbers

 Deleted invoices

 Unusual invoice status (lost, unknown, unassigned)

 Vehicles in system but not physically observed

 Vehicles observed but not in computer system
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Nearing the finish line… again!

 75 findings

 Brainstorming session to organize and rank 

findings

 What findings are “report worthy”?

 Drafted report outline based on critical 

nature of issues

 Exit conference
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How do we get them to read it?

 How do we make them care?

 Why do internal controls matter?

 What are the consequences?

 How do we find the balance? (big picture vs. details)

 How do we make internal controls understandable?

 Using hypothetical to help people understand

 Mini-lessons on internal controls with examples

 Ask non-auditors to proof read report
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Report writing tips

 Know your audience

 Write at a 4th grade level

 Consciously simplify concepts

 Avoid technical jargon

 Use short words vs. long words

 Use examples

 Insert pretty pictures

 Juice up your titles
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100 Word Sample

 Take 1st 100 words of any writing

 Step 1: Count number of one-syllable words

 Step 2: Count number of complete sentences

 Step 3: Multiply Step 2 by 3, then add to Step 1

 Goal is 80 (8th grade level)

 If below 65, then start over

 Higher the number, simpler the language
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#1: Computer software allows employees to 

alter system records without detection; 

data integrity is compromised

 No history of altered or deleted records

 Excessive access to manipulate 

computer records

 Identified data integrity issues
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#2: There is a prevalent lack of 

separation of duties, causing a high 

risk of fraud
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 Computer records for 168 vehicles that were not observed

 73 vehicles observed had no computer and/or manual record

 Manual records for over 1,100 vehicles that were not on lot

 80 License plate numbers in computer system did not match 
license plate on vehicle

 Physically observed vehicles without license plates, invoice 
numbers or other identifying information to reconcile them to 
computer records

 Vehicle loaned to Police for undercover operations

#3: Significant discrepancies were identified 

during physical inventory procedures
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 Last line of defense fails

 Stolen $30,000 deposit 

 Management personnel not informed 
of discrepancy until one month later

 Bank reconciliation up to six months in 
arrears

#4: Missing deposit highlights 

reconciliation deficiencies
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 Credit card procedures expose City to 

significant liability

 Weak controls surrounding physical 

access and security

 $83,000 not deposited timely

#5: Other critical deficiencies
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Was the audit effective?

 36 audit recommendations
 Public Works implemented 84% of their 

recommendations by report issuance date

 21 individuals with access to both cash and 
computer editing is now down to 3 supervisors

 24 employees who could edit and or delete 
records without supervisor approval is now zero

 19 employees that perform all three critical 
business functions is now zero
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“A sign of a great city is not one who 
pretends there are no problems, but one 
that seeks to identify what the problems 
are and then acts quickly to correct 
them. So, in that spirit, I want to 
thank…..the Director of Public Works for 
requesting this audit and…making great 
strides in [implementing] the 
recommendations…” 

- Long Beach City Auditor Laura Doud
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“All department heads with cash 
collection sites within their departments 
should review this audit, review the 
recommendations and implement them, 
so that we can ensure that all money is 
collected for the City.”

- Long Beach City Auditor Laura Doud
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Contact Information
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